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Foreword
Not all evidence is born equal. Some evidence is stronger, more trustworthy, and more
relevant, than other evidence. But figuring out what is good can be tricky. For the
specialist, there are things like Magenta and Green Books, the 100-page bibles on appraisals
and evaluations produced by Her Majesty’s Treasury. They talk you through such things as
cost-benefit analysis, randomised controlled trials, quasi-experimental impact evaluations,
and the like.
Such detailed guides are fine and needed. But what is also needed are easy-to-grasp
frameworks, for both specialists and lay audiences, that judge the evidence backing your
policy, programme or practice. This report sets out these frameworks – currently 18 in the
UK, and rising - and helps you navigate between their different approaches.
Usually the frameworks have some sort of one to five scale, and usually the focus is on
evidence of impact. But what our mapping reveals is that there are important variations
around this stereotype. A good example of this is that some standards, like those produced
by Nesta or Project Oracle, look at the strength of the designs of single evaluations or
interventions, while others look at whole bodies of evidence, such as the meta-analysis and
systematic reviews used by the Education Endowment Foundation. BOND’s international
development evidence principles go even further. It has added new criteria such as ‘voice
and inclusion’; taking into account the perspectives of the marginalised or people living in
poverty.1 There is no carbon copy for these standards. All have been tweaked or rebuilt to
meet the needs of their sector, and that is a good thing.
However, this diversity can create confusion. It is alarming to hear that some interventions
have been rated a decent two on one scale, but a poor zero by another. That sends
a garbled message to our sector. We need to standardise the standards, set up an
independent accreditation system, like those curated by the Kitemarking body the British
Standards Institute, or the ISO. Another option is to create something like the US Results
First Clearing House Database,2 a one-stop online shop that compares the ratings of
interventions across eight national what works-type centres. We will certainly endeavour
to encourage knowledge sharing amongst providers of standards, including working
internationally with OECD and others, and create a toolkit or good practice guide. We also
hope to do more to understand the ‘demand side’ of users – such as grantees and funders,
frontline professionals, commissioners of services, and others. But for now, we should reflect
on how 18 standards represent our still nascent sector. We should be proud of how they
have grown, learnt from each other, adapted, and flourished.
Jonathan Breckon, Director, Alliance for Useful Evidence, Nesta.
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I

Introduction
We all know that evidence is vital if good decisions are to be made. Yet evidence can be
lacking, there can be confusion about what evidence looks like, or there can be different types
of evidence making it unclear how confident we can be in what the data is saying.
This is where standards of evidence come in.
Over the past decade, there has been a growing interest in standards of evidence, and other
frameworks that help us understand what is working, and what isn’t, by grading effectiveness
or impact against a scale or level. Typically, the lower levels indicate that there is some
evidence, and as the scale or level is ascended, more evidence is available to increase
confidence in deciding whether the intervention or practice is working.
This paper maps the 18 standards of evidence currently used in UK social policy. It is intended
to help all of us - innovators, commissioners, providers, policymakers, services users, and
practitioners – navigate the field and understand where standards of evidence exist, what
they do, similarities between them, and where they differ.
In summary we have found:
• There has been a rapid proliferation of standards of evidence and other evidence
frameworks since 2000. This is a very positive development and reflects the increasing
sophistication of how evidence is generated and used in social policy.
• There are common principles underpinning them, particularly the shared goal of
improving decision-making, but they often ask different questions, are engaging different
audiences, generate different content, and have varying uses. This variance reflects
the host organisation’s goals, which can be to inform its funding decisions, to make
recommendations to the wider field, or to provide a resource for providers to help them
evaluate.
• It may be expected that all evidence frameworks assess whether an intervention is
working, but this is not always the case, with some frameworks assessing the quality of
evidence, not the success of the intervention itself.
• The differences between the standards of evidence are often for practical reasons
and reflect the host organisation’s goals. However, there is a need to consider more
philosophical and theoretical tensions about what constitutes good evidence. We
identified examples of different organisations reaching different conclusions about the
same intervention; one thought it worked well, and the other was less confident. This is
a problem: Who is right? Does the intervention work, or not? As the field develops, it is
crucial that confusion and disagreement is minimised.
• One suggested response to minimise confusion is to develop a single set of standards of
evidence. Although this sounds inherently sensible, our research has identified several
major challenges which would need to be overcome to achieve this.
• We propose that the creation of a single set of standards of evidence is considered in
greater depth through engagement with both those using standards of evidence, and
those being assessed against them. This engagement would also help share learning and
insights to ensure that standards of evidence are effectively achieving their goals.
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2

Current landscape of standards
of evidence in social policy
We have analysed the 18 standards of evidence currently used in UK social policy.3 We have
only looked at impact standards and those relevant to the social sector, we have also only
included those currently used in the UK.
Our analysis focuses on 18 frameworks used by 16 UK organisations for judging evidence
used in UK domestic social policy which are relevant to government, charities, and public
service providers. These are:
Organisation

Framework

Big Lottery Fund’s Realising Ambition programme

The Confidence Review

Bond

Evidence Principles

Centre for Analysis of Youth Transitions (CAYT)

Standards of Evidence

Dartington Service Design Lab (formerly known as Dartington
Social Research Unit)

Standards of Evidence

Early Intervention Foundation

Evidence Standards

Education Endowment Foundation

Teaching and Learning Toolkit

Education Endowment Foundation

Evaluation Padlock Rating

HACT

Standards of Evidence

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)

GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment,
Development and Evaluation)

National Institute of Health Research’s Health Services and
Delivery Research (NIHR HS&DR) Programme

Realist and Meta-Narrative Evidence Syntheses: Evolving
Standards (RAMESES)

National Academy for Parenting Practitioners

Parenting Programme Evaluation Tool (PPET)

Nesta

Standards of Evidence

Office for Fair Access (OFFA)

Standards of Evidence4

Project Oracle

Standards of Evidence

What Work Centre for Local Economic Growth

The Maryland Scientific Methods Scale (SMS)

What Works Centre for Crime Reduction

EMMIE Framework

What Works Centre for Wellbeing

GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment,
Development and Evaluation)

What Works Centre for Wellbeing

CERQual (Confidence in the Evidence from Reviews of
Qualitative research)
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The standards of evidence we have analysed are in a range of charitable and government
organisations. It is worth noting that three of the UK What Works network and its affiliates
– the Centre for Ageing Better, the Wales Centre for Public Policy, and What Works
Scotland - are omitted from the list. This is because they currently do not use a standards of
evidence framework. We have also excluded the standards of evidence used by Pearson Plc5
as these are the same as Nesta’s Standards of Evidence.
Standards of Evidence have a long history, and there has been a rapid proliferation of
standards of evidence since 2000. The oldest that we have examined is the GRADE system
used by NICE and the What Works Centre for Wellbeing, followed by the Standards of
Evidence for London, commissioned by the Greater London Authority for Project Oracle and
delivered by the Dartington Social Research Unit in collaboration with international experts
such as Delbert Elliot at the University of Colorado, and Steve Aos at the Washington State
Institute for Public Policy (WSIPP).6, 7 The most recent to emerge was the What Works Centre
for Wellbeing’s CERQual framework in 2017, and in 2016, HACT’s Standards of Evidence,
Realising Ambition’s Confidence Review, and the What Works Centre for Crime Reduction’s
EMMIE framework.
The standards of evidence span numerous social policy areas. Some, such as those used
by Nesta and Realising Ambition, are designed to accommodate all policy areas. Three
of the frameworks – developed by Project Oracle, the Early Intervention Foundation, and
Dartington Service Design Lab – focus upon children and young people. Bond focuses on
international development, with the other frameworks focusing on health, local economic
growth, housing, education, wellbeing, social care, and crime. It is worth noting, that
although most have a specific policy focus, all of them could be used in other policy areas.
The evolution of standards of evidence is a very positive development and reflects the
increasing sophistication of how evidence is generated and used in social policy. And it also
reflects the determination of those organisations involved. Often the creation of evidence
and the increased scrutiny which accompanies it, is met with controversy and resistance.8
Although there has been a rapid uptake of standards of evidence, they are not without
their critics. We do not have space to go into these here, but it is worth noting the ongoing
debates about whether standards of evidence focus too heavily on quantitative methods,
and in particular, randomised controlled trials (RCTs), or whether lists of interventions to
tackle complex social challenges is too simplistic a response. These discussions are valuable
in helping sharpen the use of evaluation across social policy, but they should not distract
from the value that standards of evidence are providing in the quest of finding what is
working.
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Standards of Evidence timeline

What Works Centre
for Crime Reduction

What Works Centre for
Local Economic
Growth

FRAMEWORK

EMMIE Framework

FRAMEWORK

The Maryland Scientific
Methods Scale (SMS)

National Institute for
Health and Care
Excellence (NICE)
FRAMEWORK

GRADE (Grading of
Recommendations
Assessment, Development
and Evaluation)

2000

2005

Dartington Service
Design Lab (formerly
known as Dartington
Social Research Unit)
FRAMEWORK

Standards of Evidence

8

What Works Centre
for Wellbeing

Bond
Education Endowment
Foundation

Big Lottery Fund’s
Realising Ambition
programme

FRAMEWORK

FRAMEWORK

Evaluation Padlock Rating

The Confidence Review

FRAMEWORK

Project Oracle
FRAMEWORK

Evidence
Principles

Standards of
Evidence

2011

2012

2013

Nesta
FRAMEWORK

Education Endowment
Foundation

Standards of
Evidence

2016

CERQual (Confidence
in the Evidence from
Reviews of Qualitative
research) - Adopted in
2017

2017

Centre for Analysis of
Youth Transitions
(CAYT)

What Works Centre
for Wellbeing

FRAMEWORK

GRADE - Adopted in
2016

FRAMEWORK

Standards of Evidence

FRAMEWORK

Teaching and Learning
Toolkit

2015

FRAMEWORK

Early Intervention
Foundation

HACT

FRAMEWORK

FRAMEWORK

Evidence Standards

Standards of
Evidence

2018
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Office for Fair Access Standards of Evidence9
In 2017, the Office for Fair Access (OFFA), the independent regulator of fair access to higher
education in England developed standards of evidence. To create these, OFFA adapted
Nesta’s Standards of Evidence and those developed by The Social Innovation Partnership
(TSIP). The OFFA Standards of Evidence are on a 1 to 3 scale as follows:
Level 1
The Higher Education Institution (HEI) can provide a narrative to motivate its selection of
outreach activities in the context of a coherent outreach strategy.
Level 2
In addition to a narrative account, the HEI has collected data on impact and can report
evidence that those receiving an intervention treatment have better outcomes, though this
does not establish any direct causal effect.
Level 3
The HEI has implemented an evaluation methodology which provides evidence of a causal
effect of an intervention.

The Crime Reduction Toolkit
The What Works Centre for Crime
Reduction has developed the Crime
Reduction Toolkit. The EMMIE
Framework - discussed in this
paper – is part of this Toolkit. The
Toolkit ranks interventions that have
undergone at least one systematic
review on the impact on crime, how it
works, whether it works, how to do it,
and how much it costs. A snapshot of
the Toolkit is shown below.

Source: whatworks.college.police.uk/toolkit/Pages/Toolkit.aspx

Realist and Meta-narrative Evidence Syntheses (RAMESES)
In 2011, the National Institute of Health Research Health Services & Delivery Research
Programme funded the RAMESES project to develop quality and reporting standards
and training materials for realist reviews. The aims were to increase the quality of realist
reviews, its reporting and to help build realist review research capacity. In 2015 it funded the
RAMESES II project to do the same for realist evaluations.10
RAMESES was the first attempt to provide standards for reporting realist synthesis. Realist
synthesis is seen as an alternative to the systematic review method11 and draws on theorydriven, qualitative, and mixed methods approaches. These approaches can help expand
the knowledge base by explaining the success, failure, or mixed fortunes of complex
interventions.12
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What they do
The standards of evidence vary widely in their aims, scope, and objectives. The table
below summarises what they do. It is ordered chronologically so that the evolution and
progression of the landscape of standards of evidence can be observed.
Organisation

Framework

Date the
framework
was created

Aim

Summary

National Institute
for Health and
Care Excellence
(NICE)

GRADE (Grading of
Recommendations
Assessment,
Development and
Evaluation)

2000

“Rating the quality of evidence across outcomes in
systematic reviews and guidelines… GRADE rates
the quality of evidence for a particular outcome
across studies and does not rate the quality of
individual studies.” GRADE is used to develop
NICE clinical guidelines.13

The certainty of evidence is classified as high, moderate, low, or very low.14
• High: we are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the
estimate of the effect.
• Moderate: the true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect,
but there is a possibility that it is substantially different.
• Low: our confidence in the effect estimate is limited. The true effect may
be substantially different from the estimate of the effect.
• Very low: we have very little confidence in the effect estimate. The true
effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effects.

Dartington
Service Design
Lab (formerly
known as
Dartington Social
Research Unit)

Standards of
Evidence

2005

“To determine which programmes work in
improving children’s outcomes”.15

It evaluates specific interventions across four dimensions: 1) Evaluation
Quality; 2) Impact; 3) Intervention Specificity; 4) System Readiness

Project Oracle

Standards of
Evidence

2005

“Validation against the standards reflects how an
organisation currently gathers and uses evidence
on the interventions they deliver, and identifies
how they might improve over time.” 16

A five-step process, as the scale is ascended confidence increases that the
change is happening because of the intervention.
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Organisation

Framework

Date the
framework
was created

Aim

Summary

Education
Endowment
Foundation

Teaching and
Learning Toolkit

2011

“Provides guidance for teachers and schools
on how to use their resources to improve the
attainment of all pupils, including the most
disadvantaged”.17

The toolkit combines impact estimates from high quality research studies
into a single average for a topic area, such as ‘one-to-one tuition’, or
‘classroom assistants’.

Nesta

Standards of
Evidence

2012

“An approach used to measure the impact of a
range of our practical innovation programmes and
investments.”18

A five-level framework. As products and services move up the five levels,
so does certainty that they will have a positive impact on the intended
outcome.

Bond

Evidence
Principles

2012

“…a tool for assessing the quality of evidence
collected and used by NGOs to measure, learn
from and demonstrate their impact. They can
also be used to review and quality-assure existing
evidence (e.g. an evaluation report), and as a
reference point when thinking about how evidence
will be generated (e.g. to set an evaluation terms of
reference)”.19

The five principles are: voice and inclusion, appropriateness, triangulation,
contribution, and transparency. For each principle the checklist has four
questions that can be used to test the quality of a piece of evidence. Each
question is scored on a 1 – 4 scale, allowing the user to test the quality of a
piece of evidence on a scale: 1) weak evidence, 2) minimum standard, 3) good
practice, 4) gold standard. An overall score and colour (red, amber, light
green or dark green) is then assigned to each principle to provide a holistic
picture of the robustness of a piece of evidence.

Education
Endowment
Foundation

Evaluation Padlock
Rating

2012

“To judge the security of findings from EEF
evaluations […] and communicate the likelihood of
finding the same result in a similar context again in
a well conducted evaluation”.20

The padlock system aims to differentiate between EEF evaluations, most of
which are randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and gives 5 padlocks to the
best kind of evidence expected from a single study, to 0 padlocks, where the
study adds little or nothing to the evidence base.

Early Intervention
Foundation

Evidence
Standards

2013

“To inform judgements about the extent to which a
programme has been found effective in at least one
rigorously conducted evaluation study”.21

The rating system distinguishes five levels of strength of evidence of impact.
This is not a rating of the scale of impact but of the degree to which a
programme has been shown to have a positive, causal impact on specific
child outcomes.

Centre for
Analysis of Youth
Transitions (CAYT)

Standards of
Evidence

2015

“To provide educators and prevention practitioners
with evidence of what has proved – or is promising
– to be of good practice, and to highlight those
programmes showing high effectiveness and
rigorous evidence.”22

An overall performance score is given with two separate scores combined for
a) Standard of Evidence and b) Programme Impact.23
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Organisation

Framework

Date the
framework
was created

Aim

Summary

What Works
Centre for Local
Economic Growth

The Maryland
Scientific Methods
Scale (SMS)

2015

“To produce its reviews and toolkits, the WWC
screens an initial long-list of evaluations on
relevance, geography, language and methods,
keeping impact evaluations from the UK and
other OECD countries, with no time restrictions on
when the evaluation was done. They then screen
the remaining evaluations on the robustness of
their research methods, keeping only the more
robust impact evaluations. They use the Maryland
Scientific Methods Scale (SMS) to do this.” 24

The SMS is a five-point scale ranging from 1, for evaluations based on simple
cross-sectional correlations, to 5 for randomised control trials. WWC Reviews
are designed to be overviews and use evidence at SMS3 and above. Toolkits
are designed as more practical/implementation guidance, so use evidence at
SMS2 and above.25
(Note: These levels are based on, but not identical to, the original Maryland
SMS. The levels here are generally a little stricter than the original scale
to help to clearly separate levels 3, 4 and 5 which form the basis for the
evidence reviews.)26

Big Lottery
Fund’s Realising
Ambition
programme

The Confidence
Review

2016

“To help service delivery organisations identify
areas of strength and areas for improvement. It
focuses on both the service that is delivered and on
the organisation itself.”27

It examines five dimensions it views as essential for replication – service
design, service delivery, ability to monitor impact, ability to determine benefit
and the prospects for sustainability. Each dimension contains four indicators.

HACT

Standards of
Evidence

2016

“To provide an agreed, repeatable way of doing
something – in this case, a consistent way of
producing evidence of the effectiveness of the
interventions”.28

A seven-step process to help providers generate evidence on their
intervention.

What Works
Centre for Crime
Reduction

EMMIE Framework

2016

“…summarises the best available research
evidence on what works to reduce crime. [and]
to present evidence from systematic reviews of
research on crime reduction interventions in a
format that helps users to access and understand
it quickly.”29

EMMIE rates each intervention against the following five dimensions:
Effect - Impact on crime: Whether the evidence suggests the intervention led
to an increase, decrease or had no impact on crime.
Mechanism - How it works: What is it about the intervention that could
explain its effect?
Moderators - Where it works: In what circumstances and contexts is the
intervention likely to work/not work?
Implementation - How to do it: What conditions should be considered when
implementing an intervention locally?
Economic cost - How much it costs: What direct or indirect costs are
associated with the intervention and is there evidence of cost benefits?
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Organisation

Framework

Date the
framework
was created

Aim

Summary

What Works
Centre for
Wellbeing

GRADE

Adopted in 2016

“…used for grading the quality of evidence from
quantitative systematic reviews.”30

The evidence is graded as:
• High quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in
the estimate of effect.
• Moderate quality: Further research is likely to have an important impact on
our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate.
• Low quality: Further research is very likely to have an important impact
on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the
estimate.
• Very low quality: any estimate of effect is very uncertain.

What Works
Centre for Well
being

CERQual
(Confidence in
the Evidence
from Reviews
of Qualitative
research)

Adopted in 2017

“…to rate the quality of evidence for findings in
qualitative evidence reviews”.31

CERQual grades the evidence of qualitative data in systematic reviews. It is
conceptually like GRADE but is tailored to suit qualitative evidence. It bases
its qualitative reviews on four components:
• Methodological limitations of the qualitative studies contributing to a
review finding.
• Relevance to the review question of the studies contributing to a review
finding.
• Coherence of the review finding.
• Adequacy of data supporting a review finding.
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Role and remit
Although all the evidence frameworks have the ultimate goals of improving understanding
of what is working, and what isn’t, they don’t all have the same focus. The frameworks
assess different things, with differing focus and aims, reflecting how the host organisation is
using the framework. The focus of evidence frameworks can be on:
• Specific interventions. Including well-defined programmes, through to thematic topics
and areas, such as ‘homework’.
• Bodies of evidence. Such as an evidence review or meta-analyses on a topic.
• Organisation’s readiness. Such as an organisation’s ability to evaluate or replicate.
• Quality of an individual evaluation. Such as how robust the study is and how confident
we can be in its findings.
Although there can be overlap between the categories, the principal usage of each of the
frameworks can be divided into three groups:
1. To inform the strategy and funding decisions of the organisation using the standards of
evidence.
2. To make recommendations to the wider field – including policymakers, academics,
commissioners, funders, and others - about what works and what doesn’t.
3. As a resource for providers of interventions and projects to help deepen their
understanding of their organisation and help them to evaluate.
In the first category, when evidence frameworks help inform the strategy and funding
decision of the host organisation, is Nesta’s Standards of Evidence, where the standards
of evidence are primarily used to decide whether a grant is awarded, or an investment is
made, and is then continued to be used to help assess the progress of the intervention, and
to plan future evaluations. Once an evaluation is completed, Nesta uses the standards when
deciding to make future grants or investments and to assess how well the evidence base
has improved across a cohort of investees or grantees. NICE also fits into this category,
with GRADE helping signal to the wider field what is working, but its primary focus being to
develop clinical guidelines to inform the NHS.
The second category uses standards of evidence to make recommendations to the wider
field. In this group is the What Works Centre for Crime Reduction’s EMMIE framework;
the What Works Centre for Economic Growth’s Maryland Scientific Methods Scale (SMS);
the Early Intervention Foundation’s Evidence Standards; Dartington Service Design Lab’s
Standards of Evidence; the Education Endowment Foundation’s (EEF) Teaching and
Learning Toolkit; the EEF’s Evaluation Padlock Rating System. Although all these evidence
frameworks vary greatly, and some focus on individual interventions and others focus on
bodies of evidence, what they all have in common is that they are used to signal to the
wider field whether a specific intervention is working or how much confidence can be
placed on the findings.
The third category are standards of evidence being developed as a resource for those
developing interventions and projects to help them deepen their understanding of their
organisation and to help them evaluate. These resources are accessible online and are free
to use. There is no attempt to record the evidence generated, or to share it with the wider
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field. Within this category are Bond’s Evidence Principles, HACT’s standards of evidence,
and Realising Ambition’s Confidence Framework. Project Oracle’s Standards of Evidence
also fit within this category, however, it takes a very different approach. Rather than
providing guidance on how to conduct an evaluation, Project Oracle supports organisations
to understand and assess the evidence behind their interventions. This review, or ‘validation’
as Project Oracle term it, doesn’t endorse the organisation or their work, but instead
confirms that plans and evidence are in place to show that the evidence submitted is of
a sufficiently high quality.32 Project Oracle then acknowledges where organisations are
positioned on their Standards of Evidence within its Evidence Hub, an open access website.33

Type of evaluation and methods
A similarity across each of the standards of evidence is that they are interested in impact,
however, as the section above demonstrated, they vary in what they are assessing the
impact of. For instance, some look at specific interventions, specific evaluations, or bodies of
evidence.
All the evidence frameworks include impact evaluations, and only three also include process
evaluation. It may not be surprising that only a few incorporate process evaluations, as
many are designed to only look at evidence of impact. As an example, the What Works
Centre for Local Economic Growth only considers impact evaluations and uses this specific
type of evidence to understand the causal effects of policy interventions and to establish
their cost-effectiveness.34
Quantitative methods are a feature of all the evidence frameworks, and 12 out of 15
explicitly consider the effect size of the impact. The use of qualitative method is less
prevalent, with only a third explicitly mentioning that it uses or considers qualitative
methods. An exception worth highlighting is the What Work Centres for Wellbeing’s
CERQual framework, which focuses exclusively on qualitative studies in an evidence review
and it sits alongside the Centre’s use of GRADE to assess quantitative studies.
For more details on the types of evaluation and methods used, see Table 1 in the Appendix.

Ranking and rating
A similarity across nearly all the standards of evidence is the use of a scale. However,
despite interventions, evaluations, or meta-analyses being assessed on a tiered system there
are differences between them, and some frameworks have multiple dimensions within their
tiered system. (Table 3 in the Appendix provides more detail.)
In summary, 13 of the frameworks use an ascending scale. Nesta and Project Oracle use
five levels, whilst the What Works Centre for Crime Reduction award a score out of five to
signal how well an intervention scores on five components: effect, mechanism, moderators,
implementation, and cost. Dartington Service Design Lab’s Standards of Evidence does not
have a tiered system, but instead analyses four dimensions of an intervention’s evidence
and rates each as ‘good enough’ or ‘best’. The What Works Centre for Wellbeing’s CERQual
and GRADE frameworks rate evidence as high quality, moderate quality, low quality, or very
low quality. The two which do not use a scale are Realising Ambition’s Confidence Review
and HACT’s Standards of Evidence.
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Spread across the standards of evidence
Where a graded scale is used in a standards of evidence framework, it may be assumed
that there are interventions, evaluations, and meta-analyses, at each level. Yet what we can
see when we examine the spread is that there are fewer at the higher levels. This is the case
with the What Works Centre for Wellbeing’s use of GRADE and CERQual, where most of the
reviews are rated as moderate quality or low quality, and only a few have reached the high
quality threshold.35 For example, for the reviews undertaken by the What Works Centre for
Economic Growth, out of the 15,000 studies examined, only around 2.5 per cent are at SMS
Level 3 or above.36, 37 A similar pattern is seen with the Early Intervention Foundation’s (EIF)
Evidence Standards. On the EIF Evidence Standards, six are ranked at Level 4, 38 at Level 3,
and 37 at Level 2.38 Fewer programmes reaching the higher levels is perhaps not surprising,
when the early intervention field is still building its evidence and programmes are still
working towards reaching the higher levels.
In the case of Project Oracle, interestingly nothing has yet been graded as reaching Level
4 or 5, and only 2 per cent of projects (six projects) have reached Level 3. This means that
98 per cent of projects are at Levels 1 and 2.39 This serves as a reminder of how nascent the
field is and how robust evidence of impact can be lacking, it also highlights the support that
charities need in undertaking evaluation and building the evidence behind their work.
In addition, some of the standards of evidence do not have data available about the spread
of interventions or evaluations across the different levels. This may be because they don’t
track or record it. Bond, for example, produced its Evidence Principles for use by its wider
network. This means that they produce the tools, but then don’t track who is using them, or
how different interventions are rated on the framework.

Assessment of whether it works, or not
One thing that may be expected that all evidence frameworks have in common is that
they assess whether an intervention or project is working or not. Interestingly, this is not the
case across the board. The EEF’s Evaluation Padlock Rating, for example, does not consider
whether the intervention has worked. In other words, they are assessing the quality and
robustness of the evaluation or body of evidence, not the success of the intervention.
In addition, more dimensions than simply ‘does it work’ should be taken into consideration.
It has been argued before that the use of ‘what works’ is too simplistic, and instead, we
should be considering if it works, for whom, under what circumstances, how, why, and at
what cost.40
Yet only five of the frameworks answer all these questions. This group includes Dartington
Service Design Lab’s Standards of Evidence, EIF’s Standards of Evidence, NICE’s GRADE
framework, What Work Crime’s EMMIE, and EEF’s Teaching and Learning Toolkit.
Table 2 in the Appendix shows how the other frameworks answer these questions.
As well as looking at what is working, there is also a need to consider what is not working.
Publishing negative findings is not common across the standards. The one exception is the
Early Intervention Foundation’s (EIF) standards of evidence, which has a category called ‘NE’
which denotes programmes found to not be effective in at least one rigorously conducted
study. The EIF make clear that this does not mean that the programme will never work, but
instead that it needs adapting and improving, based upon the evaluation findings.
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Validation and quality assurance of evidence
Standards of evidence can help decision-makers understand whether something is working,
the quality of the evidence, such as the sample size and the data collection method, or
quality of the institution supplying the evidence. This guidance can be provided by the
organisation developing the intervention as self-reporting, or it can be undertaken by a third
party that is not involved in the intervention.
Looking across the different standards of evidence, a variety of evidence sources is
considered. Some, like the Education Endowment Foundation’s Teaching and Learning
Toolkit and the What Works Centre for Crime Reduction’s EMMIE Framework, only consider
academic research, which as part of its generation, has undergone a peer review process.
Project Oracle’s Standards of Evidence and the Education Endowment Foundation’s
Evaluation Padlock Rating system approach peer review slightly differently. Here the
findings of the evaluation are assessed and validated by an external peer review panel,
which they appoint. The Education Endowment Foundation uses external peer review for all
interventions, whereas Project Oracle uses this for interventions at Level 3 and above.
Peer review, or another form of validation, is not a core component of the other standards
of evidence frameworks. As an example, Nesta’s standards of evidence considers providergenerated research, and then internally assesses it, to ensure its quality and rigour.
In comparison, Realising Ambition’s Confidence Review and HACT’s standards of evidence
rely mainly – if not wholly – on the evidence generated by the provider developing and
delivering the intervention. There is no assessment of the quality of the claims made, or how
trustworthy the data is. The Confidence Review goes as far as to say that there are ‘no right
or wrong answers’.41

Follow-up studies
Many of the standards of evidence provide a ‘snap shot’ of impact. This group includes
HACT, Project Oracle, and Realising Ambition.42 Here the evaluation is considered in one
assessment, and there is no requirement for further or follow-up studies.
In contrast, to get a top rating with Dartington Service Design Lab’s Standards of Evidence,
the Early Intervention Foundation, and the Education Endowment Foundation, all require at
least one follow-up study to assess how results are sustained over time.
Nesta is slightly different in that an intervention is ranked on the scale as a snap shot in
time, but then the standards of evidence are used to help plan future evaluation design, and
so evaluation is not a one-off exercise.
Linked to the section above about validation, it is worth noting that there is no clarity on
how long validation lasts, and if there is a need for organisations or projects to develop and
build more evidence. For example, a project graded at a certain level by Project Oracle,
could potentially stay at that level indefinitely.
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Cost of the intervention
The price of the intervention is a crucial factor in deciding whether an intervention can be
adopted and used elsewhere.
Cost is an explicit component of the assessment made by the Early Intervention Foundation,
Education Endowment Foundation, Nesta and the What Works Centre for Crime Reduction.
Yet, the cost of the intervention is not an explicit consideration for all the standards of
evidence. For example, Project Oracle and HACT’s standards of evidence and Realising
Ambitions’ Confidence Framework do not take it into consideration at all.

Transferability and intervention readiness
We have analysed each of the standards of evidence to assess whether they look at
intervention readiness, and its potential to be replicated, used elsewhere, and scaled.
Dartington Service Design Lab’s Standards of Evidence has one of the most comprehensive
approaches and examines ‘system readiness’. To meet this test, the intervention needs to
have a clear indication of unit cost, staffing requirements, and explicit processes to measure
the fidelity of implementation and to help address common implementation problems.
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3

Reflections on the analysis
This report has mapped the standards of evidence used across social policy.
We have shown that the standards of evidence vary along two main lines. Firstly, the
focus of the framework and its unit of analysis can be an intervention, an organisation, an
individual evaluation, or a body of knowledge. This differing focus links to the second main
difference: purpose. The principal purpose can be divided into three groups: to inform the
host organisation’s strategy and funding decisions; to make recommendations to the wider
field about what works and what doesn’t, and as a resource for providers to deepen their
understanding of their organisation and to help them to evaluate. The focus and purpose
then inform the questions the framework is trying to address, its unit of analysis, the body
of knowledge it wants to explore, and the audience it’s trying to advise. This difference is
understandable.
However, there is scope for learning and knowledge sharing across the landscape of
standards of evidence. This includes consideration of the following:
• Validation of findings. There is no consistent approach to how findings are validated.
Some of the frameworks consider academic research which has undergone peer review.
Others consider both academic and grey literature, and some consider data wholly
generated by the developer of the intervention, without any checking of this.
• Cost. Not all frameworks consider cost when making an assessment. How much an
intervention or new way of working is going to cost is often a crucial element of the
decision-making process.
• Implementation and transferability. Only a few of the frameworks consider whether an
intervention is ready to be implemented, transferred, and scaled.
• Avoiding confusion. A more fundamental challenge which needs discussion is the
potential for the same intervention to be graded differently by different frameworks. The
textbox provides an example. As the use of standards of evidence is still relatively small
compared to the size of the sector, this issue is relatively minor, but as the field evolves,
it is important that there is clarity on why different decisions are being reached. If left
unresolved, there is a risk that confusion can undermine the collective efforts underway
to improve decision-making.
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Case study of confusion
One provider we spoke to said that their intervention was Level 2. The same provider with
the same intervention was then assessed by a different organisation as part of a different
grant programme. The second organisation judged their evaluation differently, viewing it
as of poorer quality, and gave it a Level 0, and were bemused that the first assessment had
been so favourable. The provider developing the intervention was then left with two scores,
and two very different assessments and was left confused by the whole experience.

Creation of a single set of standards of evidence
It has been proposed that one way of overcoming the challenges associated with confusion
and disagreement would be to generate a single set of standards, which are understandable
by all involved, and recognised as high quality, trustworthy and robust.
This sounds inherently sensible. However, from our research, we have identified three
potential obstacles which would need to be overcome:
• Ensuring that any new standards of evidence are appropriate across multiple contexts
and to suit different purposes, such as by taking into consideration when interventions,
evaluations, organisations, or bodies of evidence, are being assessed and ranked.
• Ensuring that organisations which have developed their standards of evidence are
willing and able to share their technical knowledge and experience with others. For some
organisations who have spent time and money in developing their standards of evidence,
there may be an understandable reluctance to then give this away for free.
• Ensuring organisations are willing to adopt and recognise the new standards. There
are organisational incentives to develop your own brand and own IP, and we are aware
that some organisations are potentially reluctant to change their practice and adopt
standards of evidence developed elsewhere, by different organisations.
These obstacles could be viewed as ‘supply side’ issues. They focus upon what the
organisations using standards of evidence would need to do for a single standard of
evidence to be developed, recognised, and used.
In addition, there is also a need to consider the demand side – what do people,
commissioners, practitioners, providers, and others require from standards of evidence? Do
people know how to use them? Do standards cover all elements that different audiences
require, such as clear guidance on what is working or how to implement new interventions?
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Next steps and recommendations
Now that the landscape of standards of evidence has been mapped, the question is: what
do we do now?
Our research has raised several issues and questions which warrant further exploration in
the longer term. Our next steps are:
1. Facilitated knowledge sharing about using standards of evidence
The Alliance for Useful Evidence will organise workshops and other discussion fora to
help share knowledge and learning about standards of evidence to help those using
them to improve their practice. This will also explore why different conclusions are
reached about the same interventions, and what can be done to minimise this confusion.
2. Analyse the ‘demand side’
The Alliance for Useful Evidence will engage the wider field in a conversation about
how to make standards of evidence as useable and useful as possible. This will involve
understanding what different audiences – be that commissioners, policymakers,
charities, researchers, and others – want and need from standards of evidence, where
the current landscape is meeting these requirements and where additional work is
needed.
3. Creation of a best practice guide
From this engagement, a detailed practice guide will be developed. The guide will
help set out, in depth, how different audiences can navigate and use standards of
evidence, based upon what they want to achieve, and who they want to influence. This
will incorporate – if deemed appropriate – the creation of a single set of standards of
evidence.
4. Forge partnerships internationally
This report has focused on standards of evidence used in UK social policy, but there are
frameworks being used in different areas of the world. We are keen to explore and learn
from these, and to work with international partners, such as the OECD, to ensure we
widely share the best practice.

Get involved
If you would like to share your experiences of using standards of evidence, or would like to
know more about this work, please contact us at Alliance.4usefulevidence@nesta.org.uk
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Appendix 1: A note on the data
Data for this report has been compiled from publicly available sources, supplemented with
papers that have been shared with us directly from organisations about their standards of
evidence. We have also discussed the findings with the organisations featured in this report. In
addition, we have talked to many of the organisations cited here and other experts in the field.
All references are listed in the Endnotes. Unless otherwise indicated, the data tables and
other information on the standards of evidence contained within this report are derived
from organisational websites and reports. The sources are:

Bond
www.bond.org.uk/data/files/Effectiveness_
Programme/120828Full_Bond_checklist_and_guide.pdf

1

Dartington Service Design Lab
www.alliance4usefulevidence.org/assets/What-Counts-asGood-Evidence-WEB.pdf

What counts as
good evidence?
PRovocation PaPeR FoR the
aLLiance FoR useFuL evidence
sandra nutley, alison Powell and huw davies
Research Unit for Research Utilisation (RURU)
School of Management
University of St Andrews
February 2013

Early Intervention Foundation
guidebook.eif.org.uk/eif-evidence-standards		

Education Endowment Foundation
educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidencesummaries/teaching-learning-toolkit
educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/uploads/pdf/
Teaching_and_Learning_Toolkit_(July_12).pdf
educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/uploads/pdf/
Classifying_the_security_of_EEF_findings_FINAL.pdf
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Hact

Standard for Producing Evidence –
Effectiveness of Interventions –
Part 1: Specification

Standard of Evidence 2 Part 1 (StEv 2-1:2016)

www.hact.org.uk/sites/default/files/StEv2-1-2016%20
Effectiveness-Specification.pdf

Standards of
Evidence

www.hact.org.uk/standards-evidence-housing
www.hact.org.uk/sites/default/files/StEv2-2-2016%20
Effectiveness-Explanation.pdf

National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE)
www.nice.org.uk/process/pmg6/chapter/reviewing-theevidence
www.jclinepi.com/article/S0895-4356(10)00332-X/fulltext

Nesta
www.nesta.org.uk/report/nesta-standards-of-evidence

STANDARDS OF EVIDENCE:
AN APPROACH THAT BALANCES
THE NEED FOR EVIDENCE WITH
INNOVATION
October 2013, Ruth Puttick and Joe Ludlow

Introduction

www.nesta.org.uk/centre-social-action-innovation-fundevaluations/nesta-standards-evidence

Nesta’s mission is to support innovation by helping bring
great ideas to life. Understanding impact is an integral part of
this.
This paper provides an overview of the Nesta Standards of
Evidence. Our aim is to find alignment with academically
recognised levels of rigour, whilst managing to ensure impact
measurement is appropriate to the stage of development of a
variety of different products, services and programmes. The
Standards of Evidence were developed based upon those used
in Project Oracle (see text box for further details).

Why evidence is important
Put simply, innovators, commissioners, service users and
investors all need evidence to know whether the products
or services they develop, buy or invest in make a positive
difference.
For us good intentions are not good enough. We know
that good intentions don’t always lead to good outcomes.
Programmes like Scared Straight1 or DARE,2 are a good
example of this, having been found to be harmful to the young
people they set out to serve.

Project Oracle
www.nesta.org.uk/sites/default/files/using_evidence_to_
improve_social_policy_and_practice.pdf
project-oracle.com/what-we-do
project-oracle.com/projects/standards-of-evidence

Realising Ambition
www.theconfidenceframework.org.uk
www.theconfidenceframework.org.uk/faqs
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HOW THE
STANDARDS OF
EVIDENCE WERE
DEVELOPED
It is worth noting that Standards
of Evidence are not new. There
are numerous ‘levels’ and
‘standards’ of evidence3 that have
been developed to help structure
how evidence is gathered,
interpreted and assessed.4 Our
starting point was the standards
of evidence5 that underpin the
Greater London Authority’s
Project Oracle,6 an innovative,
city–wide programme that seeks
to build the evidence behind
youth programmes in London.7
We started with these because
they effectively manage to retain
rigorous academic standards8
whilst ensuring that the evidence
requirements are appropriate to
the development of services and
products.9 We have amended and
adapted the Oracle standards to
fit with the requirements of our
innovation programmes.
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What Works Centre for Crime Reduction
whatworks.college.police.uk/toolkit/About-the-CrimeReduction-Toolkit/Pages/About.aspx
whatworks.college.police.uk/toolkit/Pages/Toolkit.aspx
whatworks.college.police.uk/toolkit/About-the-CrimeReduction-Toolkit/Pages/About.aspx

What Works Centre for Economic Growth
www.whatworksgrowth.org/resources/the-scientificmaryland-scale

What Works Centre for Wellbeing
A guide to our

www.whatworkswellbeing.org/product/a-guide-to-ourevidence-review-methods

EVIDENCE REVIEW METHODS

Dawn Snape, Office for National Statistics
Catherine Meads, Brunel University London
Anne-Marie Bagnall, Leeds Beckett University
Olga Tregaskis, University of East Anglia
Louise Mansfield, Brunel University London
Sara MacLennan, What Works Centre for Wellbeing
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Appendix 2: Data tables
Table 1: Type of Evaluation and Methods

Organisation

Framework

Impact
evaluation

Process
evaluation

Big Lottery Fund’s
Realising Ambition
programme

The Confidence Review

Yes

Yes

Bond

Evidence Principles

Yes

Centre for Analysis of
Youth Transitions

Standards of Evidence

Dartington Service
Design Lab

Recognition of
effect size

Qualitative
methods

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Unclear if considered
or used

Standards of Evidence

Yes

No

Yes. At least one well
conducted RCT

Yes

Unclear if considered
used

Early Intervention
Foundation

Evidence Standards

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Education Endowment
Foundation

Evaluation Padlock
Rating

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Education Endowment
Foundation

Teaching and Learning
Toolkit

Yes

No. (Each Toolkit impact
estimate is based on
impact evaluation but
the full Toolkit entry for
each topic may draw
on process evaluation
as well.)

Yes. Meta-analyses to
produce a single average.

Yes

No. (However, the full
Toolkit entry for each
topic may draw on both
qualitative methods as
well.)

HACT

Standards of Evidence

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes
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Organisation

Framework

Impact
evaluation

Process
evaluation

Nesta

Standards of Evidence

Yes

No

Project Oracle

Standards of Evidence

Yes

What Work Centre for
Local Economic Growth

The Maryland Scientific
Methods Scale (SMS)

What Works Centre for
Crime Reduction

Recognition of
effect size

Qualitative
methods

Yes

Yes (from Level 3)

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No (although it
is considered as
background material,
it is not formally
reviewed).

Yes

Yes

No

EMMIE Framework

Yes

Yes (?)

Yes

Yes

Unclear if considered
used

National Institute
for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE)

GRADE

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Unclear if considered
used

What Works Centre for
Wellbeing

CERQual

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

What Works Centre for
Wellbeing

GRADE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (but it depends
on the protocol and
selection criteria)
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Table 2: Questions asked in the assessment process
Organisation

Framework

Does it work?

Who does it
work for?

Under what
circumstances?

How does it
work?

At what cost?

Bond

Evidence Principles

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Centre for Analysis of Youth
Transitions

Standards of Evidence43

Yes

No

No

No

No

Dartington Service Design Lab

Standards of Evidence

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Early Intervention Foundation

Evidence Standards

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Education Endowment Foundation

Teaching and Learning Toolkit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Education Endowment Foundation

Evaluation Padlock Rating

No

No

No

No

No

HACT

Standards of Evidence

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE)

GRADE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nesta

Standards of Evidence

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Project Oracle

Standards of Evidence

Yes

No

No

No

No

Realising Ambition

The Confidence Review

Yes

No

No

No

No

What Works Centre for Crime
Reduction

EMMIE Framework

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

What Works Centre for Local
Economic Growth

The Maryland Scientific Methods
Scale (SMS)

Yes

Yes (where
evidence base
allows)

Yes

Yes (where
evidence base
allows)

Yes (where
evidence base
allows)

What Works Centre for Wellbeing

GRADE

Yes

Yes (but depends
on how narrowly
the question is
defined)

Yes (but depends
on how narrowly
the question is
defined)

No44

Yes (but depends
on how narrowly
the question is
defined)45

What Works Centre for Wellbeing

CERQual46

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
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Table 3: Ranking and rating
Organisation

Framework

Use of a numbered or ascending scale

Bond

Evidence Principles

Yes.
The five principles are: voice and inclusion, appropriateness,
triangulation, contribution, and transparency. For each principle the
checklist has four questions that can be used to test the quality of a
piece of evidence. Each question is scored on a 1 – 4 scale, allowing
the user to test the quality of a piece of evidence on a scale: 1) weak

Centre for
Analysis of Youth
Transitions

Standards of Evidence
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An overall score and colour (red, amber, light green or dark green)
is then assigned to each principle to provide a holistic picture of the
robustness of a piece of evidence, and to help people understand where
they are in the data collection process.

Yes.47 There are two scales.
a) Programme Impact Rating

b) Standards of Evidence rating

When assessing impact grades, two components are considered:
a) Reach: the extent to which the programme attracts its intended
audience and b) Significance: the effect that the programme is having
on young people to influence health and wellbeing. This is on a 0 – 4
scale:

The quality of all materials is considered, and assessed against the
following criteria:

• 0: No impact in terms of reach and significance; or the impact was
not eligible; or the impact was not underpinned by quality research
produced by the submitted research outputs.
• 1: Impact is of little reach and significance.
• 2: Recognised but modest reach in terms of reach and significance.
• 3: High impact in term of reach and significance.
• 4: Very high impact in terms of reach and significance for all of the
intended outcomes.
Dartington
Service Design
Lab

evidence, 2) minimum standard, 3) good practice, 4) gold standard.

Yes, although the scale is not numbered.
Within each of the four dimensions there are sub-categories which rank
the intervention’s evidence as ‘good enough’ or ‘best’.

•
•
•
•
•

0: No evidence
1: Weak evidence provided.
2: Acceptable standard of evidence provided.
3: Good evidence provided.
4: Excellent standard of evidence provided.

These two scores combined to provide an overall performance rating:
1. Poor
2. Fair
3. Average
4. Good
5. Excellent
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Organisation

Framework

Use of a numbered or ascending scale

Early Intervention
Foundation

Evidence Standards

Yes.

Education
Endowment
Foundation

Teaching and
Learning Toolkit

Yes. There are 3 components:

Education
Endowment
Foundation

Evaluation Padlock
Rating

Yes.

HACT

Standards of Evidence

No. It is a seven-step process.

• Level 4 recognises programmes with evidence of a long-term positive • NE (found not to be effective in at least one rigorously conducted
impact through multiple high-quality evaluations.
study) is reserved for programmes where there is evidence from a
• Level 3 recognises programmes with evidence of a short-term positive
high-quality evaluation of the programme that it did not provide
impact from at least one high-quality evaluation.
significant benefits for children. This rating should not be interpreted
• Level 2 recognises programmes with preliminary evidence of
to mean that the programme will never work, but it does suggest that
improving a child outcome, but where an assumption of causal
the programme will need to adapt and improve its model, learning
impact cannot be drawn.
from the evaluation.
• NL2 (not level 2) distinguishes programmes whose most robust
evaluation evidence does not meet the Level 2 threshold for a child
outcome, so do not yet have direct evidence about the scale of
impact of the programme at a ‘preliminary’ level.

1) Cost: scored on a 1 to 5 scale (1 being low cost).
2) Evidence strength: on a 1 to 5 scale (1 being evidence is weak).
3) Impact months: measured in number of months.

Between 0 to 5 ‘padlocks’ are awarded, with 5 padlocks denoting the
best kind of evidence that can be expected from a single study, to
0 padlocks which denotes a study that adds little or nothing to the

evidence base. The ratings take no account of whether the intervention
itself was successful.

1) Describe; 2) Design; 3) Proceed; 4) Plan; 5) Protocol; 6) Study;
7) Findings
National Institute
for Health and
Care Excellence
(NICE)
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GRADE

Yes, although it is not numbered.
The certainty of evidence is classified as high, moderate, low, or very
• Low: our confidence in the effect estimate is limited. The true effect
low.
may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect.
• High: we are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the • Very low: we have very little confidence in the effect estimate. The
estimate of the effect.
true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of
• Moderate: the true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the
effects.
effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different.
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Organisation

Framework

Use of a numbered or ascending scale

Nesta

Standards of Evidence

Yes. A 1 to 5 scale.
1) You can give an account of impact.
2) You are gathering data that shows some change amongst those
using or receiving your intervention.
3) You can demonstrate that your intervention is causing the impact, by
showing less impact amongst those who don’t recieve the product/service.
4) You can explain why and how your intervention is having the
impact that you have observed and evidenced so far. An independent

Project Oracle

Standards of Evidence

evaluation validates the impact. In addition, the intervention can deliver
impact at a reasonable cost, suggesting that it could be replicated and
purchased in multiple locations.
5) You can show that your intervention could be operated by someone
else, somewhere else, whilst continuing to have positive and direct
impact on the outcome, and whilst remaining a financially viable
proposition.

Yes. A 1 to 5 scale.
1) We know what we want to achieve.
2) We have seen there is a change.
3) We believe the change is caused by us.
4) We know how and why it works – it works elsewhere.
5) We know how and why it works. It works everywhere.

Realising
Ambition

The Confidence Review

No.

What Works
Centre for Crime
Reduction

EMMIE Framework

Yes. Each element of EMMIE is rated on a 1 to 4 scale. There is then a final score awarded on a 1 to 8 scale.
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1) No evidence to suggest that the intervention has had a statistically
significant impact on crime.
2) Statistical meta-analysis suggests that overall, the intervention has
had a positive and statistically reliable effect on crime.
3) Overall, the intervention has not had a statistically significant effect
on crime (or this was not tested), but there is evidence that it has had a
statistically significant positive impact on crime in one or more studies,
or under certain conditions.
4) Overall, the intervention has not had a statistically significant effect
on crime (or this was not tested), but there is evidence from one or more
individual studies that it has had either a statistically significant positive
or negative impact on crime, depending upon the conditions.

5) Statistical meta-analysis suggests that overall, the intervention has
had a statistically significant positive effect on crime, but it has also
had a statistically significant negative effect on crime on one or more
studies, or under certain conditions
6) Statistical meta-analysis suggests that overall, the intervention has
had a negative and statistically reliable effect on crime.
7) Overall, the intervention has not had a statistically significant effect
on crime (or this was not tested), but there is evidence that it has had a
statistically significant negative impact on crime in one or more studies,
or under certain conditions.
8) Statistical meta-analysis suggests that overall, the intervention has
had a statistically significant negative effect on crime, but it has also
had a statistically significant positive effect on crime in one or more
studies, or under certain conditions.
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Organisation

Framework

Use of a numbered or ascending scale

What Works
Centre for Local
Economic Growth

The Maryland Scientific
Methods Scale (SMS)

Yes.

What Works
Centre for
Wellbeing

GRADE

Yes, although it is not numbered. The evidence is graded as:

What Works
Centre for
Wellbeing

CERQual
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Level 1: Either (a) a cross-sectional comparison of treated groups with
untreated groups, or (b) a before-and-after comparison of treated
group, without an untreated comparison group. No use of control
variables in statistical analysis to adjust for differences between treated
and untreated groups or periods.
Level 2: Use of adequate control variables and either (a) a crosssectional comparison of treated groups with untreated groups, or (b) a
before-and-after comparison of treated group, without an untreated
comparison group. In (a), control variables or matching techniques used
to account for cross-sectional differences between treated and control
groups. In (b), control variables are used to account for before-and-after
changes in macro-level factors.
Level 3: Comparison of outcomes in treated group after an intervention,
with outcomes in the treated group before the intervention, and a
comparison group used to provide a counterfactual (e.g. difference in
difference). Justification given to choice of comparator group that is
argued to be similar to the treatment group. Evidence presented on
comparability of treatment and control groups. Techniques such as
regression and (propensity score matching may be used to adjust for

• High quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our
confidence in the estimate of effect.
• Moderate quality: Further research is likely to have an important
impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change
the estimate.

difference between treated and untreated groups, but there are likely to
be important unobserved differences remaining.
Level 4: Quasi-randomness in treatment is exploited, so that it can
be credibly held that treatment and control groups differ only in their
exposure to the random allocation of treatment. This often entails the
use of an instrument or discontinuity in treatment, the suitability of
which should be adequately demonstrated and defended.
Level 5: Reserved for research designs that involve explicit
randomisation into treatment and control groups, with Randomised
Control Trials (RCTs) providing the definitive example. Extensive evidence
provided on comparability of treatment and control groups, showing
no significant differences in terms of levels or trends. Control variables
may be used to adjust for treatment and control group differences, but
this adjustment should not have a large impact on the main results.
Attention paid to problems of selective attrition from randomly assigned
groups, which is shown to be of negligible importance. There should be
limited or, ideally, no occurrence of ‘contamination’ of the control group
with the treatment.

• Low quality: further research is very likely to have an important
impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to
change the estimate.
• Very low quality: any estimate of effect is very uncertain.

Yes, the What Works Centre for Wellbeing uses the same scale as GRADE, which is not numbered.
• High quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our
confidence in the estimate of effect.
• Moderate quality: Further research is likely to have an important
impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change
the estimate.

• Low quality: further research is very likely to have an important
impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to
change the estimate.
• Very low quality: any estimate of effect is very uncertain.
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